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 WHY BUY QSUM’S GEL ICE PACKS?  
 

When you buy a cold pack from QSUM you are buying a product that is superior in so many 
ways!  QSUM Gel packs are a superior form of treatment because the non-toxic filling is safe 
and holds temperatures for longer.  Gel ice packs are lightweight and comfortable, and the gel 
molds to the area of application for complete relief. They are pliable and very durable, ensuring 
that you receive the best value possible.  The full color printed insert floats in the gel so the ink 
will not come in contact with the skin. Great for breast biopsies, cosmetic surgery, minor 
interventional procedures, etc.! 

 

 BENEFITS:  Ice will reduce bleeding, bruising, swelling, pain and inflammation, after an invasive procedure.  

The QSUM Gel Ice Pack is a low profile size (3” x 3” square) that is perfect for immediate use with the stereotactic 
biopsy systems (immediately after the procedure, remove compression and place several sterile 4x4’s in the 
biopsy window.  Then place the gel pack on top of the 4 x 4s and compress lightly.)  Ideal for use after 
Ultrasound, Stereotactic or MRI breast biopsies.   
 

 PATIENT BENEFITS: QSUM Gel Ice Packs provide the patient a discrete alternative to the bulky ice packs.  

The low profile design fits perfect under the patient’s garments with comfort.  They stay Flexible when frozen, and 
are a re-usable option for the patient. 
 

 FREE LOGO CUSTOMIZATION FOR P/N IP201:  QSUM offers our customers the ability to add a full color 

logo that is a printed insert that floats inside the gel.  This assures you that ink cannot come in contact with the 
patient.  We offer 3 different gel colors:  Clear, Blue, and PINK! 
 

This is a great way to promote your Breast Center with Free customization!  Ensure your 
patients have a positive experience while marketing your facility! 

 

 
 
 
 
 

    
 

 

 Warning:  Do not place ice pack directly on patient’s skin.   

 STORAGE:  Our Gel Ice Packs have no expiration date when they are stored under normal conditions without extreme variations in humidity 
or temperature. They are manufactured from high strength puncture resistant plastic. 
 

IP201 - Just $1.99 each!   

(Minimum order 300) 

 (please allow 3-4 weeks for customized product) 

P/N #IP201 

P/N #IP202 

IP202 – Mammo Ribbon Clear Gel Pack 

Just $1.39 each!   

(Minimum order 25, Available in Clear only) 
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